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Av oid Excessive Q,uoting
Many students use too many direct quotations. Plan to use your own words
most of the time for these good reasons:

o Constantly shifting between your words and the language of your sources
(not to mention all those quotation marks) makes reading your essay
difficult.

o This is your paper and should sound like you.
. When you take a passage out of its larger context, you face the danger of

misrepresenting the writer's views.
. When you quote endlessly, readers may begin to think either that you are

lazy or that you don't really understand the issues well enough to put them
in your own words. You don't want to present either image to your readers.

o You do not prove any point by quoting another person's opinion. All you
indicate is that there is someone else who shares your views. Even if that
person is an expert on the topic, your quoted material still represents the
view of only one person. You support a claim with reasons and evidence,
both of which can usually be presented in your own words.

When you must quote, keep the quotations brief, weave them carefully into
your own sentences, and be sure to identify the author in a signal phrase. Study
the guidelines for handling quotations on pages 22-24 for models of correct
form and style.

Write Effective Beginnings

The best introduction is one that presents your subject in an interesting way to
gain the reader's attention, states your claim, and gives the reader an indication
of the scope and limits of your paper. In a short research essay, you may be able
to combine an attention-getter, a statement of subject, and a claim in one paru-
graph. More typically, especially in longer papers/ the introduction will expand
to two or three paragraphs. Lr the physical and social sciences, the claim may
be withheld until the conclusion, but the opening introduces the subject and
presents the researcher's hypothesis, often posed as a question. Since students
sometimes have trouble with research paper introductions in spite of knowing
these general guidelines, several specific approaches are illustrated here:

1. In the opening to her study of car advertisements, a student, relating her topic
to what readers know, reminds readers of the culfure's concem with image:

Many Americans are highly image conscious. Because the "right" Iook is

essential to a prosperous !ife, no detail is too small to overlook. CIich6s about

first impressions remind us that "you never get a second chance to make a

first impression," so we obsessively watch our weighi, firm our muscles, sculpt
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our hair, select our friends, find the perfect houses, and buy our automobiles.

Realizing the importance of image, companies compete to make the "right"

products, that is, those that will complete the "right" image. Then advertisers

direct specific products to targeted groups of consumers. Although targeting

may be labeled as stereotyping, it has been an effective strategy in advertising.

Terms and concepts central to your project need defining early in your
papeL especially if they are challenged or qualified in some way by your
study. This opening paragraph demonstrates an effective use of definition:

William Faulkner braids a universal theme, the theme of initiation, into the

fiber of his novel lntruder in the Dust. From ancient times to the present, a prominent

focus of Iiterature, of life, has been rites of passage, particularly those of

childhood to adulthood.Joseph Campbell defines rites of passage as "distinguished

by formal, and usually very severe, exercises of severance." A "candidate" for

initiation into adult society, Campbell explains, experiences a shearin g away of

the "attitudes, attachments and life patterns" of childhood (9). This severe,

painful stripping away of the child and installation of the adutt is presented

somewhat differently in several works by American writers.

Begin with a thought-provoking question. A student, arguing that the
media both reflect and shape reality, started with these questions:

Do the media just reflect realiry, or do they also shape our perceptions of reality?

The answer to this seemingly "chicken-and-egg" question is: They do both.

Beginning with important, perhaps startling,facts, evidence, or statistics is
an effective way to introduce a topic, provided the details are relevant to
the topic. Observe the following example:

Teenagers are working again, but not on their homework. Over 40 per-

cent of teenagers have jobs by the time they are juniors (Samuelson A22). And

theirjobs do not support academic learning since almost trro-thirds of teenag-

ers are employed in sales and service jobs that entail mostly carrying, cleaning,

and wrapping (Greenberger and Steinberg62-67 ), not reading, writing, and

computing. Unfortun ately, the negative effect on learning is not offset by

improved opportunities for future careers.
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Avoid Ineffective Openings

Follow these rules for avoiding openings that most readers find ineffective or
annoying.

1. Do not restate the title or write as if the title were the first sentence in para-
graph L. It is a convention of writing to have the first paragraph stand inde-
pendent of the title.

2. Do not begin with "cleoer" oisuAls such as artwork or fancy lettering.
3. Do not begin withhumor unless it is part of your topic.
4. Do not begin with a question that is just a gimmick, or one that a reader may

answer in a way you do not intend. Asking "What are the advantages of solar
energy?" may lead a reader to answer "None that I can think of.." Astraight-
forward research question ("Is Death of a Salesman a tragedy?") is
appropriate.

5. Do not open with an unnecessary definition quoted from a dictionary."According
to Webster, solar energy means. . ." is a tired, overworked beginning that
does not engage readers.

6. Do not start with apurpose statement' "This paper will examine . . ." Although
a statement of purpose is a necessary part of a report of empirical research,
a report still needs an interesting introduction.

Compose Solid. Unified Paragraphs

As you compose the body of your papeL keep in mind that you want to (1)

maintain unity and coherence, (2) guide readers clearly through source mate-
rial, and (3) synthesize source material and your own ideas. Do not settle for
paragraphs in which facts from notes are just loosely run together. Review the
following discussion and study the examples to see how to craft effective body
paragraphs.

Provide Unity and Coherence

You achieve paragraph unity when every sentence in a paragraph relates to and
develops the paragraph's main idea. Unity, however, does not automatically
produce coherence; that takes attention to wording. Coherence is achieved
when readers can follow the connectionbetween one sentence and another and
between each sentence and the main idea. Strategies for achieving coherence
include repetition of key words, the use of pronouns that clearly refer to those
key words, and the use of transition and connecting words. Observe these strat-
egies at work in the following paragraph:

Perhaps the most important differences between the initiations of Robin

and Biffand that experienced by Chick are the facts that Chick's epiphany

does not come all at once and it does not devastate him. Chick

learns about adulthood-and enters adulthood-piecemeal and with support.
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book The Great Extinction, MichaelAllaby andJames Lovelock, subtitled their

work The Solution to . . . the Disappearance of the Dinosaurs. Their theory: an

asteroid or comer collided with Earth around sixty-five million years agq kill-

ing billions of organisms, and thus altering the course of evolution (157). The

fact that the theory of collision with a cosmic body warrants a book calls for

some thought: ls the asteroid or comet theory merely sensationalism, or is it

rooted in fact? Paleontologist Leonard Krishtalka declares that few paleontol-

ogists have accepted the asteroid theory, himself calling "some catastroPhic

theories . . . small ideas injected with growth hormone" (22). However,

other scientists, such as Allaby and Lovelock, see the cosmic catastrophic the-.

ory as a solid one based on more than guesswork (10-1 1 )'

This paragraph's synthesis is accomplished by several strategies: (L) The para-

grrph haJa controiling idea; (2) the paragraph combines information from sev-

E ui ror.ces; (3) the information is piesented in a blend of paraphrase and short

quotations; (4) information from th" diff"rent sources is clearly indicated to

riaders; and (5) the student explains and discusses the information.
you might also observe the different lengths of the two sample paragraphs

just presenied. Although the second paragraph is long, it is not unwieldy

t..urr" it achieves unitly and cohet"..". By contrast, body Paragraphs of only

three sentences are probably in trouble.

Write Hf{ective Ceinclu$iCIns

Sometimes ending a paper seems even more difficult than beginning one. You

know you are not"supp^osed to just stop, but every ending thattomes to mind

soundi more corny fnu" clevei. If youhave trouble, try one of these types of

endings:

1. Do not just repeat your claim exactly as itwas stated in paragraph L, but

expand on the ori[inal wording and emphasize the claim's significance.

Here is the conclusion of the solar energy PaPer:

The idea of using solar energy is not as far-fetched as it seemed years ago.

With the continued support of government plus the enthusiasm of research

groups, environmentalists, and private industry solar energy may become a

household word quite soon. With the increasing cost of fossil fuel, the time

could not be better for exploring this use of the sun'

2. End with a quotation that effectively summarizes and drives home the

point of your paPer. Researchers are not always lucky enough to find the
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ideal quotation for ending a paper. If you find a good one/ use it. Better yet,
present the quotation and then add your comment in a sentence or two.
The conclusion to a paper on the dilemma of defective newboms is a good
example:

Dr. Joseph Fletcher is correct when he says that "every advance in medical

capabilities is an increase in our moral responsibiliry" (48). In a world of many

gray areas, one point is clear. From an ethical point of view, medicine is a vic-

tim of its own success.

3. If you have researched an issue or problem, emphasize your proposed
solutions in the concluding paragraph. The student opposing a mall
adjacent to the Manassas Battlefield concluded with several solutions:

Whether the proposed mall will be built is clearly in doubt at the moment.

What are the solutions to this controversy? One approach is, of course, not to

build the mall at all. To accomplish this solution, now, with the re-zoning

having been approved, probably requires an act of Congress to buy the land

and. make it part of the national park. Another solution, one that would please

the county and the developer and satisfr citizens objecting to traffic problems,

is to build the needed roads before the matl is completed. A third approach is

to allow the office park of the original plan to be built, but not the mall. The

local preservationists had agreed to this original development proposal, but

now that the issue has received national attention, they may no longer be

willing to compromise. Whatever the future of the William Center, the present

plan for a new regional mall is not acceptable.

Avoid lneffective Conclusions

Follow these ruIes to avoid conclusions that most readers consider ineffective
and annoying.

L. Do not introduce a new idea.lf the point belongs in your paPe\ you should
have introduced it earlier.

2. Do not just stop or trail off, even if you feel as though you have run out of
steam. A simple, clear restatement of the claim is better than no conclusion.

3. Do not tell your reader what you haae accomplished: "ln this paper I have
explained the advantages of solar energyby examining the costs . . ." lf you
have written weII, your reader knows what you have accomplished.
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